




o US announced withdrawal from Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty 
o New Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (New START) in effect but for how long? 
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WG WG name WG leader
1 Negotiating Nuclear Disarmament Dr Isak Svensson, Professor at the Department of Peace and 

Conflict Research, UU
2 International Measures for Compliance 

to Nuclear Disarmament Regimes
Dr Peter Wallensteen, Senior Professor of Peace and Conflict 
Research at UU and Richard G. Starmann Sr. Research Professor 
Emeritus of Peace Studies at the Kroc Institute, University of Notre 
Dame, USA

3 Data on Nuclear Rivalries, Negotiations, 
and Agreements

Dr Magnus Öberg, Director of the Uppsala Conflict Data Program 
(UCDP), and Dr Margareta Sollenberg deputy Director of the 
Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP) at the Department of Peace 
and Conflict Research, UU

4 Technical Nuclear Non-Proliferation and 
Safeguards

Dr Sophie Grape, Associate professor at the Division of Applied 
Nuclear Physics, UU

5 Nuclear Disarmament in Policy and 
International Law

Dr Sibylle Bauer, Director of Studies, Armament and Disarmament at 
the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI)

6 Nuclear Disarmament and Non-
Proliferation

Dr Målfrid Braut-Hegghammer is Professor of Political Science at the 
University of Oslo, and Director of Oslo Nuclear Project
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Episodes in English Episodes in Swedish

#22 From nuclear weapons development to disarmament #23 From submarines to statistics

#12 Peace Research in the Global South #21 From peace activist to Professor 

#11 Doing Field Research #20 An eye on the world

#10 Predicting Armed Conflicts #19 A nuclear detective

#12 Peace Research in the Global South #18 The global struggle

#11 Doing Field Research #17 A roadmap for the future

#10 Predicting Armed Conflicts #16 In the eye of the storm

#9 Diplomacy & Peace Research #15 In case of the worst

#8 Researching Conflicts Ethically #14 The year the world should remember

#7 Collecting Conflict Data #13 The most powerful weapon
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o What are the properties of the available uranium and plutonium? 
o What can we say about the availability?
o How attractive is the material for a possible nuclear proliferator?
o How can we ensure non-diversion from existing and future fuel cycles?

o How attractive are they for a possible nuclear proliferator?
o Should additional nuclear materials be controlled and verified? 
o Should additional non-nuclear materials be monitored to indicate NW ambitions and programmes?

o How can a NW programme be detected?
o What approached and methods can we apply to learn more about it?
o How can we learn more about past activitites?
o What is needed to ensure nuclear disarmament verification?

o What can be learn from existing verification bodies and frameworks?
o How do we ensure that the verification of the treaties cover all technical possibilities?



o Some power reactors have been (are) used to produce plutonium 
for NWs. What can be deduced about material production from 
studying these reactors? 4,5

o Enrichment and reprocessing are considered the most sensitive 
parts of the fuel cycle. What can be said about their operation? How 
can they be used to feed NW programmes? 6

o Nuclear material can legally be removed from nuclear safeguards 
for nuclear propulsion purposes. What may be the non-proliferation 
implications of this? 7,8

o New nuclear reactors (Gen IV) are proposed to both breed fissile 
material, and to burn it. How does this impact nuclear non-
proliferation and disarmament? (ongoing work)

o Can detection techniques and instruments from safeguards be used 
to verify Chain of Custody (CoC) in nuclear disarmament, or the 
presence or absence of nuclear material in nuclear warheads?



o What are the determining factors for not doing so (yet)? 
o Should these materials be safeguarded (ie monitored and verified) by the 

IAEA as well? 

o How do we ensure that new treaties consider all possible nuclear materials, 
and that tools to ensure their verification are developed?

3D model of Fat Man. Image from: 
https://www.turbosquid.com/3d-models/fat-
man-atomic-bomb-with-interior-3d-model-
1722195
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o Evaluations in states with past NW programmes should also 
consider dismantlement of the infrastructure surrounding the fissile 
material production.





• the availability of sensitive materials in nuclear fuel cycles, 
• methodology development for identification of sensitive materials to control or safeguard,
• detection and verification of activities and objects associated with nuclear weapons (programmes), and 
• efficient verification under new treaties and agreements.
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